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Hacking: The Art of Exploitation, 2nd EditionNo Starch Press, 2008
Hacking is the art of creative problem solving, whether that means finding an unconventional solution to a difficult problem or exploiting holes in sloppy programming. Many people call themselves hackers, but few have the strong technical foundation needed to really push the envelope.
  Rather than merely showing how to run existing exploits,...
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AdvancED Flex 3Friends of Ed, 2008
Whether you're a Flex 3 beginner or intermediate user, this book provides the necessary information to help you develop into an expert. Using a practical hands-on approach, it illustrates exactly how to create robust and scalable enterprise-grade Rich Internet Applications (RIAs).
The book is divided into three parts. The first part discusses...
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Enyo: Up and Running: Build Native-Quality Cross-Platform JavaScript AppsO'Reilly, 2015

	
		Discover how easy it is to design and build responsive, cross-platform apps with the Enyo open source JavaScript framework. With this revised and expanded edition, Enyo contributor Roy Sutton gets you started with the framework’s core object-oriented features, including its modular design, reusable and extensible components,...
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Angular for Material Design: Leverage Angular Material and TypeScript to Build a Rich User Interface for Web AppsApress, 2019

	
		Build Angular applications faster and better with TypeScript and Material Design. You will learn how to build a web interface and use Google's open source Angular Material library of ready-made and easy-to-use components.

	
		This book uses Angular with TypeScript (a superset to JavaScript) to enable use of data types...
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Essential Windows Phone 7.5: Application Development with Silverlight (Microsoft Windows Development Series)Addison Wesley, 2011


	I have never owned a PalmPilot. But I have owned palmtops and smartphones.

	I dived into writing software for a plethora of different devices but

	never got very far. My problem was that the story of getting software onto

	the phones was chaotic and I didn’t see how the marketing of software

	for phones would lead to a...
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Learning ExtJS - Fourth EditionPackt Publishing, 2015

	Create powerful web applications with the new and improved Ext JS 5 library


	About This Book

	
		Explore the essentials of application development in Ext JS 5 and work on real-world web applications
	
		Discover the new features of Ext JS 5 such as MVVM (Model-View-ViewModel) and data binding and...
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Quantum Medicinal Chemistry (Methods and Principles in Medicinal Chemistry, Vol. 17)John Wiley & Sons, 2003


	Everyone relies on the power of computers, including chemical

	and pharmaceutical laboratories. Increasingly faster and more exact

	simulation algorithms have made quantum chemistry a valuable

	tool in the search for bioactive substances. The much larger

	computational cost is more than compensated by a deeper understanding

	of...
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WPF 4 UnleashedSams Publishing, 2010

	The #1 WPF Book--Now Updated for WPF 4!


	 


	Full Color: Code samples appear as they do in Visual Studio!


	 


	Thorough, authoritative coverage, practical examples, clear writing, and...
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Numerical Methods for the Life Scientist: Binding and Enzyme Kinetics Calculated with GNU Octave and MATLABSpringer, 2011

	
		Enzyme kinetics, binding kinetics and pharmacological dose-response curves are currently analyzed by a few standard methods. Some of these, like Michaelis-Menten enzyme kinetics, use plausible approximations, others, like Hill equations for dose-response curves, are outdated. Calculating realistic reaction schemes requires numerical...
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Web Dynpro ABAP for PractitionersSpringer, 2010

	Web Dynpro ABAP, a NetWeaver web application user interface tool of SAP enables web programming connected to SAP Systems. The main focus of the authors was to create a book based on practical experience. Each chapter includes examples which lead through the content step-by-step and enable the reader to gradually emerge in the topic of the Web...
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Pro Windows 8.1 Development with XAML and C#Apress, 2014

	Windows 8.1 apps are revolutionizing development on the Windows platform. Fast, fluid, tactile and chrome-free, they provide a brand-new look and feel for Windows users.


	These apps rely on Microsoft's Windows 8 modern UI to provide their rich and engaging user experiences for both desktop and tablet users. The new UI in turn...
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Brain Imaging in Substance Abuse: Research, Clinical, and Forensic Applications (Forensic Science and Medicine)Humana Press, 2000

	The last two decades have seen prodigious growth in the application of brain imaging methods to questions of substance abuse and addiction. Despite considerable advances in our understanding of the central effects of drugs provided by preclinical data, relatively little direct evidence was known of how substances of abuse affect the brain and...
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